
Centre Assessed Grades 

Beaumont’s approach to awarding grades consisted of five stages. They are briefly 

summarised below. The aim was to award students the grade they would most likely have 

achieved, had the summer exam series gone ahead as normal. Therefore it required a 

hypothetical judgement, rather than a problem which could be solved with a formula. The 

aim was to assess students as honestly and fairly as we could, using all the evidence available 

to us, and to ensure that our decisions were justified and defensible. 

 

Stage Responsibility Action 

1 Teachers 

Assigned grades to own classes and rank order students on a 
spreadsheet, using the full range of assessment data pertinent to 
the subject. Mock exam scores were used as the starting point for 
the rank order, but with clear provision for them to be 
overridden by other evidence where this outweighed them. 

2 

Heads of 
Department 

and Assistant 
Heads of 

Department 

Integrated rank orders from different classes. Mock exam scores 
were again used as the starting point for the rank order, but 
there were plenty of departures from this pattern in the light of 
other evidence. Assistants Heads of Department checked rank 
orders carefully against other data sources. 

3 
Heads of 

Department 
and Teachers 

Teachers checked the decisions for their own classes and took 
part in remote meetings, where they had the opportunity to raise 
concerns and present further evidence. Senior leaders were in 
attendance. Decisions were made by HoDs after meetings and 
communicated to teachers. 

4 
Leadership 

Team 

Checked plausibility of rank orders for each subject. Also checked 
outcomes profile of each department and whole school against 
available data sources, including prior attainment, forecast 
grades and historical results. 

5 

Exams 
Officer,  

Heads of 
Department, 
Teachers and 
Headteacher 

Entered grades (Exams Officer), checked them (Heads of 
Department) and double-checked them (Teachers). Department 
CAGs signed-off by HoD and Assistant HoD. Centre signed-off by 
the  Headteacher. 

 


